Julia Kupke

Yoga, Meditation & Mindfulness

Location & Accommodation
The TreeHouse is located in the Allgäu at the entrance to the village Unteregg (Mindeltalstraße 32,
87782 Unteregg), located 1 driving hour to the west from Munich.
The nearest train station for public transport is Mindelheim, from there it is a 10-15 minute drive to
Unteregg. Bad Wörishofen is another alternative, depending on your chosen accommodation.
If you arrive by public transport, you can take the Flexibus or taxi to the TreeHouse. There is a so
called „FlexiBus“, which runs between several villages, e.g. Mindelheim and Unteregg by
arrangement. A telephone reservation beforehand is required for this. The FlexiBus can also serve
as a shuttle between your hotel and the TreeHouse. Further information is available at:
www.flexibus.net Taxis are best booked in advance by telephone, as there is only a limited number
of taxis in Mindelheim and other villages.
The Allgäu Airport Memmingen is approx. 20 minutes away by car, the A96 (highway) can be
reached in approx. 10 minutes. Munich Airport is about 1h40 away by train.
If you prefer to stay in a hotel, there are the following options as examples nearby:
Katzbrui Mühle https://www.katzbrui-muehle.de
In Katzbrui Mühle there are simple rooms and it is not far from the TreeHouse, with a 30 minute
walk across fields and through a piece of forest you can get there on foot or even easier and
faster in about 10 minutes by car or Flexibus.
Kunstmühle https://www.kunstmuehle-mn.de/
A bit more modern and upscale, attached to the city of Mindelheim. Transfer by car or Flexibus
(approx. 10 minutes).
Other hotels near Unteregg can be found through the common booking platforms. In Mindelheim
and Bad Wörishofen there are also other hotel and accommodation options in different price
classes. There are also spa and wellness hotels in Bad Wörishofen in particular.
Holiday apartments can be found through common booking platforms, e.g. AirBnB. If you are
looking for apartments in Unteregg other options nearby that are easily accessible by car will also
be suggested to you.
There are holiday apartments in the village of Unteregg and the neighboring villages that serve as
simple accommodation. Some are within a decent walking distance to the TreeHouse.
Apartments Bio-Hof Schüle – https://www.schuele-biohof.de
One apartment is located directly in Unteregg, one between Unteregg and the next town Oberegg.
You can address that you are coming via Julia Kupke / TreeHouse.
Please get in touch with us, in case you have any questions.
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